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GROUND LEVEL PLAN

T

he space being linear, the area has been divided into three segments. A
sense of hierarchy and intimacy had to be created without breaking
the volume. Variation in floor levels was used to differentiate one function from
the other, almost creating alcoves for the dance floor, restaurant, bar and the
lounge. The floor, the false ceiling and the walls bent out of a single plane.
The bar has absolute white space, which forms a canvas for havoc lighting
options, which enhance the changing mood of the users. The rectangular
timber box tables with glass tops has lights incorporated inside, which wash the
floor as well.
The restaurant is in complete contrast with the absolute white bar. Green
veneer wraps the seats, walls and wooden false ceiling. Built-in seats are
provided where the false ceiling turns into walls and then the seat, and come
down to form the DJ cabin. The seating takes the profile of an 's'.

TUSHAR V

Special Mention

Ochre Architects,
Woodrose Club,

Bangalore
Bangalore

Client Brigade Group
Design team Tushar V, Harsha, Amit,
Chandramoulli, Reshma, Sruthi, Praveen, Roopa
Priya, Priyanka, Shiny,
Consultants A N Prakash Consultants Pvt Ltd
(Project management), Arun Associates, Silpi
Design & Engineering (P) ltd (Structural), Potential
Service Consultants (P) Ltd (Services) Contractors
Swamy Contractors (Civil), Interiors Hepplewhite
(India) Pvt Ltd. Monalisa Interior.
Built-up area 10,000sq m
Cost of project Rs 5, 10,000
Year of completion 2005

The adjudication of this category was on the basis of the two projects sent by
the architects. Only one of the projects has been featured here.

The client's requirement emphasized for free-flowing spaces. This led to
the idea of a space within a space, which provides for both visual and volumetric
connection. The landscape is seen as a part of the house with the help of
transparent fa�ade on to the north-east corner. The external walls are seen as a
series of interlocking peels defining each of the edges of the building. These walls
define both the internal and external spaces.
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Lobby
Livmg room
Home theatre
Powder room
Dress
Bachelor's unit
Office reception
Office
Guest bedroom
Servant's room
Dining
Puja room
Kitchen
Store
Utility
Toilet
Sit out
Garage

The family area is the core of the house. It is the connecting platform between
all the areas. It defines the concept of a space within a space, being centrally
located both in terms of plan and volume. The sleeping area in the son's room is
conceived as an entity by itself. This is seen as a blue cube with light strips above,
and below, light boxes jutting out and niches for storage. The same colour band is
continued into the bathroom also. The office space in the western corner acts as a
self-contained unit with a courtyard of its own.
The other project Woodrose Club, Bangalore, was conferred the Special
Mention for the Innovative Interior Design Award category. It has been featured
in the earlier section.
Client Rajeeb Roy
Design team Tushar V, Anjali, Uttkalika, Kavya
Consultants Manjunath and Co (Structural)
Contractors JR P Constructions
Built-up area 4200sq ft
Cost of project Rs 50 lakh
Year of completion 2004

The Young
Enthused
Architect
Award

TUSHAR V

Principal Awardee

Tushar V, Bangalore
Fissures, Bangalore

